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REDUCED-PRESSURE INTERFACES, SYSTEMS, AND METHODS EMPLOYING A

COANDA DEVICE

RELATED APPLICATIONS

[0001] The present invention claims the benefit, under 35 USC § 11 (e), of the filings

of U.S. Provisional Patent Application Serial Number 61/529,751, entitled "REDUCED-

PRESSURE INTERFACES, SYSTEMS, AND METHODS EMPLOYING A COANDA

DEVICE," filed on 31 August 201 , which is incorporated herein by reference for all

purposes; U.S. Provisional Patent Application Serial Number 61/529,722, entitled

"REDUCED-PRESSURE DRESSINGS, SYSTEMS, AND METHODS WITH

EVAPORATIVE DEVICES," filed on 31 August 201 1, which is incorporated herein by

reference for all purposes; U.S. Provisional Patent Application Serial Number 61/529,709,

entitled "EVAPORATIVE FLUID POUCH AND SYSTEMS FOR USE WITH BODY

FLUIDS," filed 31 August 201 1, which is incorporated herein by reference for all purposes;

U.S. Provisional Patent Application Serial Number 61/529,735, entitled "ABSORBENT

POLYMER DRESSINGS, SYSTEMS, AND METHODS EMPLOYING EVAPORATIVE

DEVICES," filed 3 1 August 201 1, which is incorporated herein by reference for all purposes;

and U.S. Patent Application Serial No. 13/084,813, entitled "DRESSINGS AND METHODS

FOR TREATING A TISSUE SITE ON A PATIENT," filed on 12 April 201 1, which is

incorporated herein by reference for all purposes.

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0002] The present disclosure relates generally to medical treatment systems, and more

particularly, but not by way of limitation, to reduced-pressure interfaces, systems, and

methods employing a Coanda device or other air-entrainment device.

BACKGROUND

[0003] Caring for wounds is important in the healing process. Wounds often produce

considerable liquids, e.g., exudate. Medical dressings are frequently used in wound care to

address the production of liquids from the wound. If not properly addressed, liquids at the

wound can lead to infection or maceration of the periwound area. As used throughout this



document, "or" does not require mutual exclusivity. Wound dressings may be used alone or as

an aspect of applying reduced pressure to a tissue site.

[0004] Clinical studies and practice have shown that providing a reduced pressure in

proximity to a tissue site augments and accelerates the growth of new tissue at the tissue site.

The applications of this phenomenon are numerous, but application of reduced pressure has

been particularly successful in treating wounds. This treatment (frequently referred to in the

medical community as "negative pressure wound therapy," "reduced pressure therapy," or

"vacuum therapy") provides a number of benefits, which may include faster healing and

increased formulation of granulation tissue.



SUMMARY

[0005] According to an illustrative embodiment, a system for treating a wound on a

patient involves a reduced-pressure interface having an interface body that enables the delivery

of reduced pressure to the wound and a Coanda device that develops an airflow over a wound

dressing. The airflow developed by the Coanda device enhances evaporation of liquids from

the dressing.

[0006] According to an illustrative embodiment, a system for treating a wound on a

patient includes a wound-interface member and a sealing member for disposing over the

wound interface member. The sealing member is formed with a treatment aperture. The

system also includes a reduced-pressure interface coupled to the sealing member. The

reduced-pressure interface includes an interface body comprising a conduit port, an access

port, and a primary conduit. The primary conduit is in fluid communication with the conduit

port and access port for transferring reduced pressure through the interface body. The

reduced-pressure interface further comprises a base portion and a Coanda device associated

with the interface body. The Coanda device is an aerodynamically shaped device that entrails

or entrains airfow from the surrounding air through the presence of an area or greater positive

pressure. There are various designs and shapes whereby this greater airflow may be entrained.

These devices may also be referred to as Air-Multipliers.

[0007] The Coanda device includes an annular nozzle forming a central opening and

includes an interior passage and a nozzle opening. The Coanda device includes a Coanda

surface positioned proximate to and downstream from the nozzle opening. The Coanda device

is positioned with a flow clearance from the base portion of the interface body, whereby fluid

exiting the nozzle opening entrains additional fluid from the central opening and produces a

combined fluid flow. The Coanda device is configured to direct the combined fluid flow to

create a fluid flow over the sealing member. The system further includes a positive-pressure

source fluidly coupled to the interior passage of the Coanda device for activating the Coanda

device and includes a reduced-pressure source fluidly coupled to the conduit port for providing

reduced pressure to the wound.

[0008] According to an illustrative embodiment, a reduced-pressure interface for

providing reduced pressure to a tissue site and for delivering an airflow to an exterior of a

dressing includes an interface body comprising a conduit port, an access port, and a primary

conduit. The primary conduit is in fluid communication with the conduit port and access port



for transferring reduced pressure through the interface body. The interface body also includes

a base portion. The reduced-pressure interface further includes a Coanda device associated

with the interface body. The Coanda device includes an annular nozzle forming a central

opening and having an interior passage and a nozzle opening. The Coanda device also

includes a Coanda surface positioned proximate to and downstream from the nozzle opening.

The Coanda device is positioned with a flow clearance from the base portion of the interface

body, whereby fluid exiting the nozzle opening entrains additional fluid from the central

opening and produces a combined fluid flow. The Coanda device is configured to direct the

combined fluid flow over the exterior of the dressing.

[0009] According to an illustrative embodiment, a method for treating a wound site on

a patient includes disposing a wound-interface member proximate to the wound, covering the

wound-interface member with a sealing member to create a sealed space, coupling a reduced-

pressure interface to the sealing member, and fluidly coupling the reduced-pressure interface

to the sealed space to deliver reduced pressure thereto. The reduced-pressure interface

includes an interface body comprising a conduit port, an access port, and a primary conduit.

The primary conduit is in fluid communication with the conduit port and access port for

transferring reduced pressure through the interface body. The reduced-pressure interface

further comprises a base portion. The reduced-pressure interface further includes a Coanda

device associated with the interface body. The Coanda device includes an annular nozzle

forming a central opening and having an interior passage and a nozzle opening. The Coanda

device further includes a Coanda surface positioned proximate to and downstream from the

nozzle opening. The Coanda device is positioned with a flow clearance from the base portion

of the interface body, whereby fluid exiting the nozzle opening entrains additional fluid from

the central opening and produces a combined fluid flow. The Coanda device is configured to

direct the combined fluid flow to create a fluid flow over the sealing member. The method

further includes providing reduced pressure to the conduit port of the reduced-pressure

interface and providing positive pressure to the interior passage of the Coanda device to

produce the combined fluid flow to generate a fluid flow over the sealing member.

[0010] According to an illustrative embodiment, a reduced-pressure interface for use in

treating a wound on a patient includes an interface body having a conduit port, an access port,

and a primary conduit. The primary conduit is in fluid communication with the conduit port

and access port for transferring reduced pressure through the interface body. The interface

body further includes a base portion and a neck portion. The reduced-pressure interface



further includes a Coanda device disposed on the neck portion of the interface body. The

Coanda device includes an annular nozzle forming a central opening and having an interior

passage and a nozzle opening. The annular nozzle is positioned around the neck portion of the

interface body. The Coanda device further includes a Coanda surface positioned proximate to

and downstream from the nozzle opening, whereby fluid exiting the nozzle opening entrains

additional fluid from the central opening and produces a combined fluid flow. The Coanda

device is configured to direct the combined fluid towards the base portion of the interface

body.

[0011] According to still an illustrative embodiment, a method of treating a wound on

a patient includes disposing a wound-interface member proximate to the wound, covering the

wound-interface member with a sealing member to create a sealed space, and coupling an

interface body to the sealing member. The interface body includes a conduit port, an access

port, and a primary conduit. The primary conduit is in fluid communication with the conduit

port and access port for transferring reduced pressure through the interface body. The

interface body further includes a base portion and a neck portion. The method further includes

disposing a Coanda device around the neck portion of the interface body. The Coanda device

includes an annular nozzle forming a central opening and having an interior passage and a

nozzle opening. The annular nozzle is positioned around the neck portion. The Coanda

device further includes a Coanda surface positioned proximate to and downstream from the

nozzle opening, whereby fluid exiting the nozzle opening entrains additional fluid from the

central opening and produces a combined fluid flow. The Coanda device is configured to

direct the combined fluid towards the base portion of the interface body. The method further

includes providing reduced pressure to the conduit port of the reduced-pressure interface and

providing positive pressure to the interior passage of the Coanda device to produce the

combined fluid flow that is directed toward the base portion of the interface body.

[0012] Other aspects, features, and advantages of the illustrative embodiments will

become apparent with reference to the drawings and detailed description that follow.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0013] FIGURE 1 is a schematic, perspective view of an illustrative embodiment of a

system for treating a wound on a patient that includes a Coanda device;

[0014] FIGURE 2 is a schematic, perspective view of an illustrative embodiment of a

Coanda device;



[0015] FIGURE 3 is a schematic, perspective view, of the Coanda device of FIGURE

2 shown over a wound;

[0016] FIGURE 4 is a schematic, plan view of an illustrative embodiment of a

reduced-pressure interface that includes a Coanda device;

[0017] FIGURE 5 is a schematic cross section of the Coanda device of the reduced-

pressure interface of FIGURE 4 taken along line 5-5;

[0018] FIGURE 6 is a schematic cross section of a portion of the reduced-pressure

interface of FIGURE 4 taken along line 6-6;

[0019] FIGURE 7 is a schematic cross section of an illustrative embodiment of a

reduced-pressure interface;

[0020] FIGURE 8 is a schematic cross section of another portion of the illustrative

embodiment of the reduced-pressure interface of FIGURE 7;

[0021] FIGURE 9 is a schematic diagram of an illustrative embodiment of a system for

treating a wound on a patient that includes active control;

[0022] FIGURE 10 is a schematic cross section of a portion of a sealing member that

includes an illustrative embodiment of a plurality of turbulence generators;

[0023] FIGURE 11 is a schematic cross section of the Coanda device with a plurality

of base stands;

[0024] FIGURE 12 is a schematic, elevation view of an illustrative embodiment of a

reduced-pressure interface that includes a Coanda device; and

[0025] FIGURE 13 is a cross section taken along line 13-13 in FIGURE 12.



DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF ILLUSTRATIVE EMBODIMENTS

[0026] In the following detailed description of the illustrative, non-limiting

embodiments, reference is made to the accompanying drawings that form a part hereof. These

embodiments are described in sufficient detail to enable those skilled in the art to practice the

invention, and it is understood that other embodiments may be utilized and that logical

structural, mechanical, electrical, and chemical changes may be made without departing from

the spirit or scope of the invention. To avoid detail not necessary to enable those skilled in the

art to practice the embodiments described herein, the description may omit certain information

known to those skilled in the art. The following detailed description is not to be taken in a

limiting sense, and the scope of the illustrative embodiments are defined only by the appended

claims.

[0027] Referring to the figures and initially to FIGURE 1-1 1, a system 100 for treating

a wound 102 on a patient 104 is presented. The system 100 includes a reduced-pressure

interface 106 that has an interface body 108 that enables the delivery of reduced pressure to

the wound 102 and also a Coanda device 110 that develops an airflow over a wound dressing

112. The airflow developed by the Coanda device 110 enhances evaporation of liquids from

the wound dressing 112 and among other things allows the wound dressing 12 to process

relatively more fluids.

[0028] The system 100 may work with many types of dressings, but is shown in

FIGURE 3 with a wound dressing 112 that includes a wound- interface member 14 that is

disposed proximate to the wound 102. The wound-interface member 1 4 may be a manifold

or other material for interfacing with the wound 102. Manifold refers generally to a substance

or structure that is provided to assist in applying reduced pressure to, delivering fluids to, or

removing fluids from a tissue site, such as the wound 102. The manifold includes a plurality

of flow channels or pathways that distribute fluids provided to and removed from the wound

102 around the manifold. In one illustrative embodiment, the flow channels or pathways are

interconnected to improve distribution of fluids provided to or removed from the wound 102.

The manifold may be a biocompatible material that is capable of being placed in contact with

the wound 102 and distributing reduced pressure to the wound 102. Examples of manifolds

include, without limitation, one or more of the following: devices that have structural

elements arranged to form flow channels, such as, for example, cellular foam, open-cell foam,

porous tissue collections, liquids, gels, and foams that include, or cure to include, flow



channels; porous material porous, such as foam, gauze, felted mat, or any other material suited

to a particular biological application; or porous foam that includes a plurality of interconnected

cells or pores that act as flow channels, e.g., a polyurethane, open-cell, reticulated foam such

as GranuFoam® material manufactured by Kinetic Concepts, Incorporated of San Antonio,

Texas; a bioresorbable material; or a scaffold material.

[0029] A sealing member 116 is disposed over the wound-interface member 1 4 and a

portion of intact skin 118 to form a sealed space 120. A treatment aperture 122 is formed in

the sealing member 116 to provide fluid access to the sealed space 120. The reduced-pressure

interface 106 (not shown in FIG. 3) is in fluid communication with the treatment aperture 122.

A plurality of turbulence generators 117 (FIG. 10) may be formed on the first side 126 of the

wound dressing 112, or more specifically a first side 119 of the sealing member 116. The

turbulence generators 117 may be notches, nodules, shaped extensions on the first side 126 of

the sealing member 116 that encourage the air flow to become turbulent.

[0030] The sealing member 116 may be any liquid-impervious material that forms the

sealed space 120 into which reduced pressure is applied. The sealing member 16 may be

formed from a high-moisture-vapor-transfer-rate material (high MVTR material) or a drape

material. "Moisture Vapor Transmission Rate" or "MVTR" represents the amount of moisture

that can pass through a material in a given period of time. A high-moisture-vapor-transfer-rate

material typically has a moisture vapor transmission rate greater than 300g/m /24 hours and

more typically 1000g/m /24 hours or more. The sealing member 16 allows vapor to egress

from the sealed space 120 through sealing member 116 to the atmosphere. The Coanda device

110 moves air across the first side 119 of the sealing member 116 and thereby creates an

enhanced or strong relative humidity gradient.

[0031] The sealing member 116 may comprise one or more of the following:

hydrophilic polyurethane, cellulosics, hydrophilic polyamides, an INSPIRE 2301 material

from Expopack Advanced Coatings of Wrexham, United Kingdom; a thin, uncoated polymer

drape, natural rubbers, polyisoprene, styrene butadiene rubber, chloroprene rubber,

polybutadiene, nitrile rubber, butyl rubber, ethylene propylene rubber, ethylene propylene

diene monomer, chlorosulfonated polyethylene, polysulfide rubber, polyurethane (PU), EVA

film, co-polyester, silicones, silicone drape, a 3M Tegaderm® drape, or a polyurethane (PU)

drape such as one available from Avery Dennison Corporation of Pasadena, California,

polyether block polyamide copolymer (PEBAX) for example from Arkema, France, or other

appropriate material.



[0032] An attachment device 123, e.g., an adhesive, is coupled to all or a portion of a

second, patient-facing side 121 of the sealing member 116. The attachment device 123

attaches the sealing member 116 to a portion of intact skin 118 of the patient or a portion of

the wound-interface member 114.

[0033] As previously noted, the sealing member 116 may be adhered to the intact skin

118 by the attachment device 123, e.g., an adhesive, or to the wound-interface member 114.

The performance of the sealing member 16 with respect to MVTR may be enhanced by only

covering a limited surface area of the second, patient-facing side 121 of the sealing member

116 with the attachment device 123. For example, only the peripheral edge of the sealing

member 116 may be covered or a limited pattern may be used. In the latter situation,

according to one illustrative embodiment, only 30 to 60 percent of the surface area is covered

with the attachment device 123. The limited coverage by the attachment device 123 on the

second, patient-facing side 121 may be accomplished by applying the attachment device 123

in a pattern, e.g., grid, spaced dots, swirls, or other patterns. In another embodiment, the

sealing member 116 may be coupled by welding (e.g., ultrasonic or RF welding), bonding,

stitching, staples, or another coupling device to the first side 1 4 of the wound-interface

member 114. The attachment device 123 may be applied only to a peripheral portion of the

sealing member 116.

[0034] The reduced-pressure interface 106 functions to accomplish two tasks. First,

the reduced-pressure interface 106 receives reduced pressure from a reduced-pressure source

124 and produces an airflow across the first side 126 of the wound dressing 112, or more

particularly the first side 19 of the sealing member 16. The reduced-pressure interface 106

includes the interface body 108 and the Coanda device 110 that may be associated with one

another in a several ways: coupled, formed integrally, or placed adjacent to one another. The

reduced-pressure interface 106 is coupled to the first side 126 of the sealing member 116.

[0035] It should be noted in other embodiments other entrainment devices may be used

as the Coanda device 110 to entrain air and direct the air over the wound dressing 112 to

achieve the desired air-flow. These other devices may be used to entrain air to create a more

voluminous flow due to the presence of a high pressure flow, such as a Conventional Ejector,

where a primary flow is located proximate to an available secondary air source that is

"dragged" by an aerofoil shape to have the effect of an air-multiplier.

[0036] The reduced-pressure source 124 may be any device for supplying a reduced

pressure, such as a vacuum pump, wall suction, micro-pump, or other source. While the



amount and nature of reduced pressure applied to a tissue site will typically vary according to

the application, the reduced pressure will typically be between -5 mm Hg (-667 Pa) and -500

mm Hg (-66.7 kPa) and more typically between -75 mm Hg (-9.9 kPa) and -300 mm Hg (-39.9

kPa). If a separate unit as shown in FIGURE 1, the reduced-pressure source 124 is fluidly

coupled to the reduced-pressure interface 106 by a reduced-pressure conduit 125.

[0037] The reduced-pressure interface 106 includes the interface body 108. Referring

now primarily to FIGURE 7, the interface body 108 includes a conduit port 128, an access

port 130, and a primary conduit 132. The primary conduit 132 is in fluid communication with

the conduit port 128 and access port 130 for transferring reduced pressure through the

interface body 108. The reduced-pressure interface further includes a base portion 134 and

may include a neck portion 136. The access port 130 may also include a recess or recessed

portion 138. The interface body 108 may be formed from an medically-acceptable polymer,

e.g., polyurethane, plasticized PVC, thermoplastic elastomer (TPE), PEBAX, and silicone

polymers.

[0038] As previously mentioned, the reduced-pressure interface 106 includes the

Coanda device 110. The Coanda device 110 is a device for entraining air for desired purpose

using the Coanda effect. The Coanda effect is generally phenomena in which a flow attaches

itself to a nearby surface and remains attached even as the surface (Coanda surface) pulls away

from the flows initial direction. As the flow curves away, the flow will entrain surrounding

fluids and increase the volume of the flow. Without being limited to theory, it appears that the

surface that is brought close to the flow restricts the entrainment in that region and as the flow

accelerates to try to balance the momentum transfer, a pressure differential develops across the

flow and the direction is changed or deflected closer to the surface. The effect is named for

Henri Coanda and the concept is described in United States Patent 2,052,869, granted to

Coanda.

[0039] Thus, as shown well in FIGURES 2 and 3, the Coanda device 110 creates a

desired airflow as suggested by arrows 140. The Coanda device 110 is fluidly coupled by a

conduit 142 to a positive-pressure source 144, which supplies relatively high pressure air. As

used herein, air is intended to cover other working gases that may be used to help remove

moisture. The Coanda device 110 receives positive pressure air from the conduit 142 and

develops an enhanced air low that is delivered from the Coanda device 1 0 over the first side

126 of the wound dressing 112. As the air moves across the wound dressing 12, any

moisture or vapor on the first side 126 of the sealing member 116 is moved. This in turn will



increase or maintain a strong relative humidity gradient across the sealing member 116 that

helps remove liquid from the wound dressing 112. That in turn may provide many benefits

including an increased ability to process liquids.

[0040] The Coanda device 110 includes an annular nozzle 146. The annular nozzle

146 forms a central opening 148. The central opening 148 surrounds much of the interface

body 108 and a portion of the interface body 108 extends through the central opening 148.

The annular nozzle 146 has walls 150 that form an interior passage 152. A nozzle opening

154 is formed on the annular nozzle 146 on a portion in or near the central opening 148. A

portion of the walls 150 forms a Coanda surface 156 proximate to and downstream from the

nozzle opening 154. The fluid or air exiting the nozzle opening 154 entrains additional fluid

from the central opening 148 as the air flow follows the Coanda surface 156. The flow of air

from the nozzle opening 154 plus the entrained air from the central opening 148 produces a

combined fluid flow.

[0041] For the configuration shown, air is moved out of the nozzle opening 154 as

suggested by arrows 158 in FIGURE 3. The airflow entrains additional air from the central

opening 148 as suggested by arrows 160. The combined fluid flow is suggested by arrows

140. It should be apparent that if a volume of air is delivered by conduit 142 to the Coanda

device 110 over a time T and a volume V of air is delivered through the central opening 148

of the Coanda device 110 over time T, the combined air flow (V2 + Vi) will be enhanced or

more volumuous than the original supply (Vi) . It should be understood that the Coanda

device 110 may be flipped, or rotated, such that the nozzle opening 154 discharges air away

from base portion 134 of the interface body 108 and air that is recruited from the central

opening 148 is pulled from proximate the first side 119 of the sealing member 116.

[0042] The positive-pressure source 144 is fluidly coupled to the interior passage 152

of the Coanda device 10. The conduit 142 fluidly may fluidly couple the positive-pressure

source 144 to a pressure coupling 162. The pressure coupling 162 may be separate from the

interface body 108 as shown in FIGURE 1 or integrated as part of the interface body 108 as

shown in FIGURE 7.

[0043] The positive-pressure source 144 may be activated continuously or

intermittently. The positive-pressure source 144 may also be actively controlled. Referring

now primarily to FIGURE 9, if actively controlled, the system 100 further includes a

controller 164 and a saturation sensor 166 operative ly coupled to the wound- interface member

114 and the controller 164. The saturation sensor 166 may be any device that allows



monitoring of the saturation of the wound-interface member 114. For example, without

limitation, the saturation sensor 166 may be a resistive element that changes resistance when

liquid covers the resistive elements, a galvanic cell that creates a voltage when covered with

liquid from a wound, capacitive sensor in which the capacitance changes when liquid is in the

area of the sensor, an optical sensor that is sensitive to the change in light transmission as the

sensor is covered with liquid, or a sound sensor that measures the change in sound frequency

or loudness as liquid covers the sensor, or other device.

[0044] The controller 164 and saturation sensor 166 are operative to determine when

the wound-interface member 114 is saturated. The controller 164 is operatively coupled to the

positive-pressure source 144. The controller 164 activates the positive-pressure source 144

when the controller 164 and saturation sensor 166 determine the wound-interface member 114

is saturated. Likewise, the system 100 may be further configured such that the controller 164

deactivates the positive-pressure source 144 when the controller 164 and saturation sensor 166

determine that the wound-interface member 114 is no longer saturated or after a timed period.

[0045] A number of devices or elements may be used to position the Coanda device

110 to have a flow clearance 168 between the Coanda device 110 and the base portion 134 of

the interface body 108. For example, as seen clearly in FIGURES 1, 4, 6, and 7, a plurality of

rib members 170 may be used to suspend the annular nozzle 146 of the Coanda device 110 to

create the flow clearance 168. One or more of the rib members 170 may have a pressure

conduit in an interior portion that is in fluid communication with the interior passage 152 of

the Coanda device 110 and the positive-pressure source 144. Each rib member 170 has an arm

171 with a distal portion 173 attached to a portion of the annular nozzle 146 and proximal

portion 175 attached to the interface body 108. The coupling at the distal portion 173 with the

annular nozzle 146 may be by welding, bonding, adhesives, cements, stitching, staples, or

other coupling device.

[0046] In another approach, as shown in FIGURE 1 , a plurality of base stands 172

may be attached to a bottom portion 174 of the annular nozzle 146. In one embodiment, the

plurality of base stands 172 are attached to the bottom portion 174 of the annular nozzle 146

and each base stand has a base 176 with an adhesive 178 for attaching the Coanda device 110

to the base portion 134 of the interface body 108. In this way, the Coanda device 1 0 may be

added to an existing reduced-pressure interface.

[0047] Referring now primarily to FIGURES 7-8, the reduce-pressure interface 106

has some variation from other illustrative embodiments presented. In particular, a positive-



pressure housing 180 has been added for the pressure coupling 162. The positive-pressure

housing 180 has an entry port 182, a main conduit 184, and a delivery port 186. The delivery

port 186 delivers the air to the interior passage 152.

[0048] According to one illustrative embodiment, in operation, the wound 102 is

treated by disposing the wound-interface member 114 proximate to the wound 102 and

covering the wound-interface member 1 4 with the sealing member 116 to create the sealed

space 120. The reduced-pressure interface 106 is coupled to the sealing member 16. The

reduced-pressure interface 106 is fluidly coupled to the sealed space 120 to deliver reduced

pressure to the sealed space 120. The fluid coupling is typically accomplished by coupling a

reduced-pressure conduit 125 to the conduit port 128 of the reduced-pressure interface 106.

Reduced pressure is delivered to the conduit port 128 to provide reduced pressure to the

wound 102. To help process liquid removed from the wound 102 and held in the wound-

interface member 114 or another part of the wound dressing 112, positive pressure is provided

to the interior passage 152 of the Coanda device 0 to produce the combined fluid flow that

generates a fluid flow over the sealing member 116 of the wound dressing 12.

[0049] Treatment of the wound 102 in this way may involve continuous air flow,

intermittent air flow, or active control of the positive-pressure source 144. In the latter

situation, when the controller 1 4 and saturation sensor 166 determine that the wound-

interface member 114 is saturated, the controller 164 activates the positive-pressure source

144. In addition, the controller 164 may stop the flow when the controller 164 and saturation

sensor 166 determine that the wound-interface member 14 is no longer saturated.

[0050] Referring now primarily to FIGURES 12 and 13, another illustrative

embodiment of a reduced-pressure interface 106 is presented. The reduced-pressure interface

106 is analogous in many respects to the reduced-pressure interface 106 of FIGURES 1-1 1,

and accordingly, some parts are labeled but not further discussed. The reduced-pressure

interface 106 of FIGURES 12-13 primarily differs in that the Coanda device 10 is sized,

configured, and positioned to be on the neck portion 136 of the interface body 108 or the

reduced-pressure conduit 125. The Coanda device 1 0 moves air from that position towards

the base portion 134 of the interface body 108. The inside diameter of the central opening

148 may be sized to be 110 to 200 percent of the outside diameter of the neck portion 136 of

the interface body 108.



[0051] As shown best in FIGURE 13, a plurality of leg members 188 may be coupled

to annular nozzle 146 on an interior portion 190. The plurality of leg members 188 maintain a

clearance between the annular nozzle 146 and the neck portion 136 of the interface body 108.

[0052] The reduced-pressure interface 106 of FIGURES 12-13 is used in the same

manner as the previously presented embodiments, except a step involves disposing the Coanda

device 110 on the neck portion 136 of the interface body 108. This design allows a user to add

the Coanda device 110 to an existing reduced-pressure interface at the time of use.

[0053] The illustrative embodiments herein offer a number of perceived advantages.

For example, one or more embodiments herein may be used with existing systems or

interfaces. The embodiments herein increase the quantity of liquid that may be processed by a

wound dressing. No additional or minimal training is required to use the embodiments. If the

reduce-pressure interface fails with respect to the Coanda device 110, the consequences do not

pose a significant risk to the patient. These are only a few possible advantages.

[0054] Although the present invention and its advantages have been disclosed in the

context of certain illustrative, non-limiting embodiments, it should be understood that various

changes, substitutions, permutations, and alterations can be made without departing from the

scope of the invention as defined by the appended claims. It will be appreciated that any

feature that is described in connection to any one embodiment may also be applicable to any

other embodiment. For example, without limitation, the control components of FIGURE 9

may added to any of the embodiments herein, such as the reduced-pressure interface of

FIGURE 12.

[0055] It will be understood that the benefits and advantages described above may

relate to one embodiment or may relate to several embodiments. It will further be understood

that reference to "an" item refers to one or more of those items.

[0056] The steps of the methods described herein may be carried out in any suitable

order, or simultaneously where appropriate.

[0057] Where appropriate, aspects of any of the embodiments described above may be

combined with aspects of any of the other embodiments described to form further examples

having comparable or different properties and addressing the same or different problems.

[0058] It will be understood that the above description of preferred embodiments is

given by way of example only and that various modifications may be made by those skilled in

the art. The above specification, examples and data provide a complete description of the

structure and use of exemplary embodiments of the invention. Although various embodiments



of the invention have been described above with a certain degree of particularity, or with

reference to one or more individual embodiments, those skilled in the art could make

numerous alterations to the disclosed embodiments without departing from the scope of the

claims.



CLAIMS

A system for treating a wound on a patient, the system comprising:

a wound-interface member;

a sealing member for disposing over the wound interface member, wherein the

sealing member is formed with a treatment aperture;

a reduced-pressure interface coupled to the sealing member, wherein the reduced-

pressure interface comprises:

an interface body comprising a conduit port, an access port, and a primary

conduit, wherein the primary conduit is in fluid communication with

the conduit port and access port for transferring reduced pressure

through the interface body and further comprising a base portion, and

a Coanda device associated with the interface body, wherein the Coanda

device comprises:

an annular nozzle forming a central opening and having an interior

passage and a nozzle opening,

a Coanda surface positioned proximate to and downstream from the

nozzle opening,

wherein the Coanda device is positioned with a flow clearance from

the base portion of the interface body, whereby fluid exiting

the nozzle opening entrains additional fluid from the central

opening and produces a combined fluid flow, and

wherein the Coanda device is configured to direct the combined fluid

flow to create a fluid flow over the sealing member; and

a positive-pressure source fluidly coupled to the interior passage of the Coanda

device for activating the Coanda device; and

a reduced-pressure source fluidly coupled to conduit port for providing reduced

pressure to the wound.



2. The wound treatment system of claim 1, wherein the wound treatment system further

comprises:

a controller;

a saturation sensor operatively coupled to the wound-interface member and the

controller;

wherein the controller and saturation sensor are operative to determine when the

wound-interface member is saturated;

wherein the controller is operatively coupled to the positive-pressure source and

wherein the controller activates the positive-pressure source when the

controller and saturation sensor determine the wound-interface member is

saturated.

3. The wound treatment system of claim 2, wherein the controller deactivates the positive-

pressure source when the controller and saturation sensor determine that the wound-

interface is no longer saturated.

4. The wound treatment system of claim 1, wherein the sealing member has a first side and a

second, patient-facing side and further comprising a plurality of turbulence generators on

the first side of the sealing member.

5. The wound treatment system of claim 1, wherein the positive-pressure source is fluidly

coupled to the interior passage of the Coanda device by a rib member having a pressure

conduit in fluid communication with the interior passage and the positive-pressure source.

6. The wound treatment system of claim 1, wherein the Coanda device is configured to direct

the combined fluid flow directly onto the sealing member.

7. The wound treatment system of claim 1, wherein the Coanda device is configured to direct

the combined fluid flow into the central opening and thereby pull air across the sealing

member through the flow clearance and into the central opening.



8. The wound treatment system of claim 1, wherein the Coanda device further comprises a

plurality of base stands coupled to the base portion and creating the flow clearance and

wherein the Coanda device is associated with the interface body by the plurality of base

stands.

9. The wound treatment system of claim 1, wherein the access port includes a recessed

portion.

10. The wound treatment system of claim 2, wherein the controller deactivates the positive-

pressure source when the controller and saturation sensor determine that the wound-

interface is substantially unsaturated.



11. A reduced-pressure interface for providing reduced pressure to a tissue site and for

delivering an airflow to an exterior of a dressing, the reduced-pressure interface

comprising:

an interface body comprising a conduit port, an access port, and a primary conduit,

wherein the primary conduit is in fluid communication with the conduit port

and access port for transferring reduced pressure through the interface body,

and further comprising a base portion; and

and a Coanda device associated with the interface body, wherein the Coanda device

comprises:

an annular nozzle forming a central opening and having an interior

passage and a nozzle opening,

a Coanda surface positioned proximate to and downstream from the

nozzle opening,

wherein the Coanda device is positioned with a flow clearance from

the base portion of the interface body, whereby fluid exiting

the nozzle opening entrains additional fluid from the central

opening and produces a combined fluid flow, and

wherein the Coanda device is configured to direct the combined fluid

flow over the exterior of the dressing.

12. The reduced-pressure interface of claim 11, further comprising a plurality of base stands

coupled to the base portion of the interface body for creating the flow clearance and for

associating the Coanda device with the interface body.



13. A reduced-pressure interface for use in treating a wound on a patient, the reduced-pressure

interface comprising:

an interface body comprising a conduit port, an access port, and a primary conduit,

wherein the primary conduit is in fluid communication with the conduit port

and access port for transferring reduced pressure through the interface body,

and further comprising a base portion and a neck portion; and

and a Coanda device disposed on the neck portion of the interface body, wherein the

Coanda device comprises:

an annular nozzle forming a central opening and having an interior

passage and a nozzle opening, wherein the annular nozzle is

positioned around the neck portion,

a Coanda surface positioned proximate to and downstream from the

nozzle opening, whereby fluid exiting the nozzle opening

entrains additional fluid from the central opening and

produces a combined fluid flow, and

wherein the Coanda device is configured to direct the combined fluid

towards the base portion of the interface body.

14. The reduced-pressure interface of claim 13, wherein the Coanda device further comprises a

plurality of leg members coupled to annular nozzle for maintaining a clearance between

the annular nozzle and the neck portion of the interface body.



15. A method of treating a wound on a patient, the method comprising:

disposing a wound-interface member proximate to the wound;

covering the wound-interface member with a sealing member to create a sealed

space;

coupling an interface body to the sealing member, wherein the interface body

comprises a conduit port, an access port, and a primary conduit, wherein the

primary conduit is in fluid communication with the conduit port and access

port for transferring reduced pressure through the interface body, and

wherein the interface body further comprises a base portion and a neck

portion;

disposing a Coanda device around the neck portion of the interface body, wherein

the Coanda device comprises:

an annular nozzle forming a central opening and having an interior

passage and a nozzle opening, wherein the annular nozzle is

positioned around the neck portion,

a Coanda surface positioned proximate to and downstream from the

nozzle opening, whereby fluid exiting the nozzle opening

entrains additional fluid from the central opening and

produces a combined fluid flow, and

wherein the Coanda device is configured to direct the combined fluid

towards the base portion of the interface body; and

providing reduced pressure to the conduit port of the reduced-pressure interface;

and

providing positive pressure to the interior passage of the Coanda device to produce

the combined fluid flow that is directed toward the base portion of the

interface body.

16. The method of claim 15, further comprising operatively coupling a saturation sensor to the

wound-interface member and to a controller; and when the controller and saturation sensor

determine that the wound-interface member is saturated, activating the positive-pressure

source.



17. The method of claim 16, further comprising deactivating the positive-pressure source

when the controller and saturation sensor determine that the wound-interface member is no

longer saturated.



18. A method for treating a wound site on a patient, the method comprising:

disposing a wound-interface member proximate to the wound;

covering the wound-interface member with a sealing member to create a sealed

space;

coupling a reduced-pressure interface to the sealing member and fluidly coupling

the reduced-pressure interface to the sealed space to deliver reduced pressure

thereto, wherein the reduced-pressure interface comprises:

an interface body comprising a conduit port, an access port, and a

primary conduit, wherein the primary conduit is in fluid

communication with the conduit port and access port for

transferring reduced pressure through the interface body, and

further comprising a base portion,

and a Coanda device associated with the interface body, wherein the

Coanda device comprises:

an annular nozzle forming a central opening and having an

interior passage and a nozzle opening,

a Coanda surface positioned proximate to and downstream

from the nozzle opening,

wherein the Coanda device is positioned with a flow

clearance from the base portion of the interface body,

whereby fluid exiting the nozzle opening entrains

additional fluid from the central opening and produces

a combined fluid flow, and

wherein the Coanda device is configured to direct the

combined fluid flow to create a fluid flow over the

sealing member;

providing reduced pressure to the conduit port of the reduced-pressure interface;

and

providing positive pressure to the interior passage of the Coanda device to produce

the combined fluid flow to generate a fluid flow over the sealing member.



19. The method of claim 18, further comprising operatively coupling a saturation sensor to the

wound-interface member and to a controller; and when the controller and saturation sensor

determine when the wound-interface member is saturated and then activates the positive-

pressure source.

20. The method of claim 18, further comprising deactivating the positive-pressure source

when the controller and saturation sensor determine that the wound-interface member is no

longer saturated.
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